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Figure 2. Bounds for  the Raised  Cosine Impulse Response (N = 301, 
with 0.2T Timing Error. (a)  Best  of the upper bounds used for 
comparison. (b) Best  of the lower bounds used for comparison. (C) 
Proposed  upper bound.  (d) Proposed  lower bound. 

symbol  interference  and  Gaussian  noise. These formulas, 
which  can  be  generalized to multilevel or multiphase  signaling, 
compare  favorably  with  previously  published  bounds of similar 
complexity,  especially in the  case  of  highly  distorting  channels 
and  high SIN ratios. 

The  simplicity  and  tightness  of  the  bounds  make  them a 
useful  tool in these  design  situations  when  an  approximation 
to the  probability of error is required. 
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Improving QPSK Transmission  in  Ba’nd-Limited  Channels with 
Interchannel  Interference  Through  Equalization 

S. H. R. RAGHAVAN AND R.  E.  ZIEMER 

Absrruct-This paper describes the use of equalization in conjunc- 
tion with channel filtering to improve QPSK transmission subject to 
both intersymbol interference (ISI) and  interchannel  interference (ICI). 
Performance bounds are computed using the nonclassical  Gauss- 
quadrature rule  (GQR) method.  The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)  gain 
due to linear equalization over nonequalization is thereby  obtained  and 
presented. 

The performance of a linear equalizer thus obtained is  compared 
with the Viterbi algorithm sequence estimator (VASE). In  the absence 
of bounds  for  the VASE  receiver  under the channel conditions con- 
sidered, simulation results are used to make the comparison. With a 
possible difference in the accuracies of  the performance thus obtained 
it is  shown that  the VASE  provides  improved performance over the 
linear equalizer under the channel conditions considered. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Equalization  techniques  have  been  considered  by  many 
authors [ 11-13] to minimize  the  adverse  effects of intersym- 
bo1 interference (ISI). Equalization is a technique  by  which  ad- 
justments  are  made in the received  signal so as to increase  the 
useful  signal  energy  by  decreasing  the ISI. This  can  be  achieved 
by  using a tapped  delay  line,  multipliers,  and a summer. The 
received  signal,  delayed by  the tapped  delay line by  various in- 
crements,  is  multiplied  by  tap  weights,  and  the  weighted  in- 
crements  added in a summer.  Quite  often  the  tap  weights  are 
adapted  to  the  unknown  channel  response  using  an  adjustment 
algorithm  based on some  criterion  such  as  minimum-mean- 
square  error (“SEI. In  some  cases  feedback  may  be  em- 
ployed. It is not considered  in  this  paper  and  hence  the  tapped- 
delay-line  equalizer  investigated  is  referred to as  linear or a 
transversal  filter. 

Another  important  class  of  equalizers  based  on  maximum- 
likelihood  sequence  estimation is the Viterbi  algorithm  se- 
quence  estimator.  This  structure in its earliest  form  consisted 
of a whitened  matched  filter  and a Viterbi  processor [4]. I t  
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has  gone  through  several  modifications [SI, [6]  in  terms of 
simplicity  in  implementation. 

In  this  paper  a  multichannel QPSK communication  system 
in  which  the  bandwidth  of,each  channel is  limited  to-minimize 
the  adjacent  channel  interference is considered,  Improvement 
gained  through  the  use  of  channel  filtering  in  conjunction  with 
linear  equalization is  evaluated  through  performance  bounds 
computed  using  the  Gauss-quadrature  rule (GQR) integration 
method [ 71 . Representative  results  to  show  the  overall  system 
performance  improvement  gained  through  the use of channel 
filtering  and  linear  equalization  are  given.  Also,  the  perform- 
ance  of  the  Viterbi  algorithm  sequence  estimator  (VASE) ob- 
tained  through  simulation is compared  with  that  of  a  linear 
equalizer.  The  results  clearly  indicate  that  the  VASE  receiver 
can give superior  performance  to  that of a  linear  equalizer 
under  the  channel  conditions  considered. 

11. SYSTEM  DESCRIPTION 

A  block  diagram  for  the  communication  system is shown 
in  Fig. 1. The  complex  envelope  of  the  transmitted signal  is 
[81, 

m 

wHere e&) = *7~/4, +37r/4; nT < t < ( n  + 1) T. Similarly, 
the  complex  envelope  of  the  signal  from  the  Ith  interfering 
channel  is 

where O n  is the  phase of nth  symbol  in  the  lth  channel, el 
is the  normalized  misalignment  of  the  symbol nl and G1 is 
ihe  carrier  phase  incoherence. 

The  complex  envelope of the  filter  impulse  response  at 
the  output  of  the  l th  modulator  can  be  writ ten  as 

where h o ( t )  is  the  impulse  .response of a  symmetrically 
band-limited  equivalent  low-pass  filter  at  the  transmitter 
in  the  useful  channel  and Cj, is the  frequency  spacing  be- 
tween  two  adjacent  channels.  Now, if the  number  of  inter- 
fering  channeis  below  the  carrier  frequency wo is N b ,  and  the 
number  above is N a ,  the  complex  envelope  of  the signal at   the 
receiver  filter  input  can  be  written  as 

* h,(t) (4) 

where &(t)  is the  attenuation  factor of the  lth  channel signal 
and * denotes  convolution. 

A  block  diagram of- the  receiver  with  linear  equalizer  is 
given  in  Fig. 2.  The receiver  filter  serves the  dual  purpose  of re- 
ducing  the  out-of-band  noise  as  well  as  the  interchannel  inter- 
ference  (ICI).  The  second  operation  performed  by  the  receiver 
is synchronous  demodulation  with  reference  signals  which  are 
in  phase  quadrature.  The  demodulated signal  is  equalized  using 
a  transversal  filter.  When  the  channel  response  is  not,  known, 

Fig. 1 .  Communication system  block  diagram. 

-63 
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IhD , Data - 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the receiver  with adaptive linear equalizer. 

o r  if the  chanzel  response is slowly  time  varying,  the  complex 
tap  weights, W r j  = W r b j ,  + jW;,  and Wij f W;, + j W i r j ,  are  de- 
termined  adaptively t o  minimize  the  meanysquare  error  at  the 
equalizer  output. If W,,, W,.ij ,  W i r j ,  and W i i j  are  the  equalizer 
tap  weights,  as  shown  in  Fig. 3, the  estimate-gradient alL 
gorithms  to  adjust  the  equalizer  tap  weights  are given by [ 61 

- 

and 
. .  

where a is  a  constant  which  determines  the  rate  of  tap-weight 
convergence  and  influences  the  amount of tap-adjustment 
noise  generated  during  equalizer  adaptation, d l  and d2 are  the 
detected  data  at  the  in-phase  and  quadrature  channel  outputs 
obtained  by  integrate-and-dump  detecting  the  equalizer 
output,  z ,  and zi are  the  demodulator  outputs  in  the  in-phase 
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Fig. 3.  QPSK equalizer at RF. 

and  the  quadrature  channels,  and N, is the  number  of  equal- 
izer,stages. . .  

A  block  diagram  of  the  receiver  with  an  adaptive  VASE  [4] 
is  given in  Fig."4.  The  VASE  considered  here  is  based  on  the 
structure  proposed  by  Falconer  and Magee [9 ] .   The  receiver 
consists  of  a  linear  prefilter,  the  Viterbi  processor,  and  a  de- 
sired  impulse  response  filter  (DIRF).  The  linear  prefilter is 
adjusted  in  such  a  way  that  the  impulse  .response,of  the  chan- 
nel  prefilter  combination,  is  approximately  equal  to  the  DIRF 
which is chosen  to  be of short  duration.  This  DIRF  impulse  re- 
sponse is  used  in  the  Viterbi  processor  for  the  maximum-likeli- 
hood  'sequence  estimation  of  the  received  data.  Again,  the 
linear  prefilter  tap  weights W j  = W,.j f j W i j  , and  ,DIRF  tap 
weights, 5' = urj + j u i j ,  are  determined  to  minimize  the  mean- 
square  error  at   the  equalizer  ,output  and  the  energy  in  the 
DIRF  tap  weights is constrained  to  be  unity. If W,.j and 
W i j  are  the  prefilter  tap w,eights and U, and ~i are  the  DIRF 
tap  weights  as  shown  in  Fig, 5,. the  estimate-gradient algo- 
rithms  to  adjust  these  weights  are given by  [91 

Received 
Signal 

Filter 
u 

Fig. 4. Block  diagram of the adaptive VASE. 

Fig. 5. Maximum-likelihood sequence estimator in  complex envelope 
representation. 

where I,. (*,) and Ii ( * )  are, the  detected  bits  in  the  in-phase  and 
the  quadrature  channels,  which  are  normalized as 

Here  again, a1 and a2 are  the  tap-adjustment  parameters 
which  perform  the  same  function as (Y in (5)-(8). 

where 
111. COMPUTER SIMULATION 

e,.(n) = Re [e'((n)J 

e i (n )  = Im [.?(TI)] 

Z(n) = a n  - N o )  - R n  - N o ) .  

Here $(n - N o )  is the  linear  prefilter  output  and f in  - No) 
is the  DIRF  output.  Similarly,  we  obtain  the  estimate-gradient 
algorithms  to  adjust ~i a.nd u, as 

u,oj(n + I )  = vr j (n )  + a2[e,(nj1,.(n - N~ - i + 1)  

+ ei(n)Ii(n - ND - i + I ) ]  ( 1  1)  

uif j (n + 1 )  = u i j ( n )  + a2[e, .(n)Ii(n - ND - i + 1)  

- ei(n)I,(n - ND - j + I ) ]   (1  2) 

The  computer  evaluation  of  the  linear  equalizer  was  done 
in  two  steps  by  employing  separate  computer  programs.  In 
the  first  step,  a  simulation  model  developed  in  the  study of 
multipath  effects on QPSK  transmission 131 was  moaified 
to  include IC1 effects.  In  the  second  step,  bounds  ,for  the 
probability of error  for  the  linear  equalizer  operating  in IS1 
and  IC1  were  computed  using  the  GQR  integration  method. 
The  results  from  these  two  steps  were  used  to  complement  and 
verify  each  other. 

In  the  simulation,  the  data  sequence  for  the  useful  channel 
is  simulated  by  a  3  1-bit  maximal-length  pseudonoise  sequence 
and  the  data  sequences  in  the  interfering  adjacent  channels 
are  simulated  by  63-bit  and  127-bit  maximal-length  pseudo- 
noise  sequences.  The  simulation  is  done  over  six  sequence 
periods.  During  the  first  two  sequence  periods,  equalizer  tap 
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Fig. 6 .  Tap  weights  versus  number  of  symbols for linear adaptive 
equalizer. 

weights  are  adjusted  adaptively.  In  the  next  sequence  period 
the  tap  weights  are averaged to  minimize  the  effect  of  tap- 
adjustment  noise,  and  the  tap  weights  are  frozen  at  these 
average  values.  A  typical  tap-adaptation  sequence  is  shown 
in  Fig. 6 along  with  the  final  average  tap  weights. In the last 
three  sequence  periods,  the  probability  of  symbol  error is 
computed  for  each  symbol  using  the  fact  that  the  equalizer is 
linear  and  the  sequences  are  deterministic.  The  symbol-error 
probabilities  are  then  averaged  over  the  three  sequence  periods 
t o  give the  average  probability  of  symbol  error. 

In the  second  step'of  the  linear  equalizer  evaluation,  the 
steady-state  averaged  values of the  tap  weights  are  used  in  the 
computation of the  bounds  by  the  GQR  method  [7].   For 
simplicity,  the  equalizer  output  is  sampled  at  the  end  of  each 
bit  'period  instead of at  a  time  when  the  impulse  response of 
the overall  system is maximum. To keep  the  computation 
time  small,  only  three  terms  in  the  Gauss-quadrature  sum- 
mation  and  three  interfering  symbols  are  considered. 

Probability  of  symbollerror  .results  from  step  one  of  the 
evaluation  were  used t o  verify the  accuracy of the  bounds 
thus  computed. 

The  Monte  Carlo  simulation of the  VASE  receiver  consists 
of generating  sequences  in  the  useful  channel  and  in  the  inter- 
fering  adjacent  channels  using  31-bit,  63-bit,  and  127-bit 
pseudonoise  sequences.  Gaussian  noise  of  mean  zero  and 
appropriate  variance is added  separately  to  the  in-phase  and 
quadrature  channel signals. The  simulation  is  done  over 5000 
symbols  (some  results  were  checked  with  10 000 data   syp-  
bols)  after  the  tap  weights  have  settled  to  their  steady-state 
values.  Comparison  of  the  detected  symbol  with  the  delayed 
version  of  the  transmitted  symbol  results  in  the  number  of 
errors  made  in  detection  and  the  relative  frequency  of  error 
is then  computed..For  10 000 transmissions,  one  can  therefore 
expect  a  reasonably  accurate  determination  of  values  of P, in 
the  neighborhood  of  0.001. 

1225 

5 

Fig. 7 .  Performance as a function of time-bandwidth  product BT of 
receiver filter for  Neq = 1; 3 and 5 taps;N,A = 30. 
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6 = 1( 

BT = 2.4, N = 3,  B = 10 
-1 I I I 
0.7 0.9 1.1 . 1.3 1.5 I 

( E m R  

Fig. 8. SNR gain due to equalizer as a function of time-bandwidth 
product (BT)R;N,, = l;NsA = 30. 

IV.  RESULTS 

Representative  results  obtained  through  bound  computa- 
tion  and  computer  simulation  are  shown  in Figs. 7- 10. In 
these  figures, N e ,  refers to   the   number  of bit  periods  over 
which  equalization  is  performed, Ns is the  number  of  equalizer 
stages  and A is the  equalizer  tap  spacing.  In  all  the  results  pre- 
sented  here,  second-order  Butterworth  filters  are  used,  both  at 
the  transmitter  and  the  receiver.  Also,  the  impulse  response  of 
the  DIRF  in  the  VASE receiver is restricted t o  3-bit  periods. 
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Fig. 9. Performance  comparison-of  adaptive linear  equalizer  and 
VASE as’a  function  of  frequency  offset  of ICI. 
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In Fig. 7 ,  the  probability  of  symbol-error  versus  time-band- 
width’  product,  (BT)R ( T  is  the  bit  period),  of  the  receiver 
filter  is  given. At .smaller  values of IS1 is dominant in 
degrading  the  performance,  and  at  larger (BnR values  IC1  is 
dominant  in  degrading  receiver  performance.  Note  that  the 
equalizer  provides  a  significant  improvement  even  at  large 
(BoR values.wlie.re the  degradation  due  to IC1  is dominant.  In 
Fig. 8, SNR  gain,  defined to  be  the  increase  in  SNR  necessary 
to maintain a specified  probability  of  error, P,, in  this  case 

low3,  when  the  received signal is unequalized  is  shown. As 
shown  in  this  figure  and  in  most  of  the  cases  considered,  SNR 
gain  when  both IS1 and IC1 are  present  is  higher  than  when 
only IS1 is  present,  indicating  the  improvement  gained  due  to 
the  equalizer  when  the  received  signal  is  subject  to  both IS1 
and ICI. 

The’  performance  of  the  receiver  with  an  adaptive  linear 
equalizer is compared  with  that of a  receiver  with  the VASE 
in  .Figs.’9  and 10. In  Fig.  9  the  probability of symbol  error is 
plotted  versus  normalized  frequency  offset  for  both  the  linear 
equalizer  and VASE as  well  as  a  receiver with  no  equalizer.  In 
Fig. 10 similar  results  with  receiver  filter  time-bandwidth  pro- 
duct  as  the  abscissa  are  given.  From  both of these  figures  we 
see that   the  VASE has  superior  performance  to  that  of  an 
adaptive  linear  equalizer  under  the  conditions  simulated. 

It  should  be  noted  that  two  different  methods  were  used 
to  obtain  the  performance  of  the  linear  equalizer  and  the 
VASE receiver  as  explained  in  the  previous  section.  Since  the 
performance  bound  calculation  used  to  evaluate  the  linear 
equalizer  is  more  accurate  than  the  Monte  Carlo  simulation 
used to’ evaluate  the VASE receiver, the  actual  improvement  of 
the  . V A S E  over  the  linear  equalizer  may  differ  from  that 
shown  in Figs.  9 and 10. 

The  noise  and  the  channel  conditions  were  maintained  the 
same  ‘for  both  linear  equalizer  and VASE receiver  in  order  to 
get  as  fair  a  comparison  as  possible.  In  the  case  of  the VASE 
receiver  at  large  interference  levels,  the  prefilter  and  DIRF 
coefficients  were  more  sensitive to  the  tap-adjustment ’ CO- 
efficients a1 and  CY^. 
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